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SENLIS
SENLISWELD founded in 1999. We have the earliest
welding automation technical & production team in
China.
SENLISWELD has been in the welding rotator,
welding positioner, and welding manipulator
industry for over 20 years.
We keep innovating and studying all the time. The
products we manufactured are stable and reliable.
Besides, 24/7 online service and technical support
all available.
Quality could bring a reputation, and that's what we
focus on. SENLIS participates in the product
manufacturing of the institute, university, and
military enterprise. Also, we have many customers
with long-term cooperation, give your best products
and service to support your business, that's SENLIS
focus on, that's us.

WELDING
ROTATOR

Welding Rotator is mainly used for the assembly
and welding of cylindrical weldments. If the height
of the main and driven rollers is properly adjusted,
the assembly and welding of cones and segmented
unequal diameter rotating bodies can also be
carried out.
For some non-round and long welding, if it is stuck
in a special ring clamp, it can also be welded on the
welding roller frame.
According to the adjustment way, the welding
rotator is divided into the self-aligning welding
rotator and the conventional welding rotator.
The use of the welding rotator can greatly improve
welding quality, reduce labor intensity, and improve
work efficiency.

Self-aligning Welding Rotator

Self-aligning welding rotator is the general-purpose equipment for
welding & assembly of the cylindrical parts.
Usually, the turning roll is in the form of one group, including a
driving unit and one idle unit. Its two plier-shape racks can revolve
along the shaft, to accommodate workpiece of various diameter, this
equipment features strong driving forces, smooth revolve, VFD
adjustable revolve speed, and displaying revolve linear speed.
Self-aligning welding rotators are widely used for processing small
workpieces.

Conventional Welding Rotator

GEIGY provides conventional welding rotators size range from 5 tons
to 1000 tons. This type is general-purpose equipment for welding &
assembly of cylindrical parts. Generally, there are two in each group,
one driving unit, and one idle unit.
Suggestions:
1. If the length of a single pipe is more than 8 meters, it is
recommended that you choose a drive roller and two idler rollers to
support.
2. If your tank material is stainless steel, please choose our PU wheel
roller.
3. If you need pedal control, please let me know when you send us
an inquiry.
4. There are also removable pipe welding rollers.
5. We recommend that you select the welding column and boom, as
well as the drum for automatic tank welding.

WELDING
POSITIONER

Welding positioner is a universal, high-efficiency
welding auxiliary equipment that mainly realizes
circular seam welding. The reasonable selection of
welding positioner can not only improve the
efficiency of welding work but also ensure the
quality of welding, which greatly reduces the labor
time and labor cost of the staff.
It is mainly used for turning and welding non-long
workpieces such as frame, machine base, flange,
head, etc. It can also be used for assembly, cutting,
inspection, etc.

Gear Tilt Welding Positioner

Gear Tilt Welding Positioner also called 2 axis welding positioner
mainly used in some special structures, construction machinery,
small circular workpiece, etc.
The gear tilt welding positioner is mainly composed of a worktable, a
turnover device, a turnover device, a conductive device, support, and
an electric cabinet. Its table is driven by a turning device with six tslots to ensure that the workpiece is firmly anchored to the table.

Welding Manipulator

Welding manipulator also called column and boom. SENLIS
manufacture complete welding manipulator production lines can
maximize the safety and production, the load capacity from 50kg to
1,000kg.
Welding Manipulator can be divided into three types: platform type
welding manipulator, column and boom welding manipulator, and
portal welding manipulator. Nowadays, the column and boom
manipulator is most used and recognized. Different sizes according
to welding requirements.

Automatic Welding Center
The automatic welding center can reduce lifting devices, labor,
improve work efficiency, and welding quality.
Welding manipulator is to send the welding machine head in the
accurate position or move the welding machine head along the
specified track at the selected welding speed.
Usually, the welding manipulator is used together with a welding
rotator or welding positioner.
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SENLIS
SERVICE
SENLIS believes the after-sale is more important than
the pre-sale. All the customers will care about the
price, quality, and lead time, which's very important and
necessary. But only the service could get a long-term
relationship between you and customers. That's what
SENLISWELD focuses on.
24/7 Online Quick Response
Technical Support
OEM & ODM Service
Machinery Sourcing
Product Regional Agency Service

CONTACT

Welding Automation Expert

Mail: info@senlisweld.com
Tel: +86 18921215387(Whatsapp/Wechat)
Add: Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, China

